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PRESSEMITTEILUNG / PRESS RELEASE

We are proud
Dehler wins second championship title in a row!

After winning German Offshore Championships on the North Sea (Dehler 29) now the new
Dehler 35 RS “Hochwürden” sailed to a superior victory of the German Inshore
Championships

Four first places within seven races was a perfect basis to win the title and demonstrate, that the
Dehler 35 is the fastest yacht in ORC i category II and the boat to beat in her class!

The Dehler sailing-team around skipper Philipp Rotermund (Flensburg) and tactician Carsten
Kemmling (Hamburg) controlled the fleet of 25 boats through the series. With mostly light and
shifty winds the crew had great confidence in the sailing abilities of this Simonis Voogd Design.
“The boat is a rocket”, skipper Rotermund told us. “It gave us the possibility to sail very
conservative, because the super speed allowed us to prevent tackling with other competitors.”

The Dehler 35 RS is a normal series production boat, the addition RS stands for a Dehler racing
package which can be ordered at Dehler Yachts. For example a lightweight Interior, a race prop or
an optimized T-shape-keel of 2,15 m draft.

The Dehler 35 RS will now start at the prestigious Gotland Runt Race in Sweden. She will be
displayed at Aarhus Boats Show in Denmark (13th to 16th of August). As well she will sail the ORCi
World Championships on Flensburg Bay, Germany.

The crew experiences of the season 2010 and the ideas of designers Simonis-Voogd will lead to a
further optimisation of the boats sailplan and rating, which will help us to present the 35 RS as a
fast and very competitive cruiser-racer for the next boatshow season. We will as well work on an
IRC measurement.

After winning the German Offshore Championship title by Uwe Wenzels Dehler 29 “Cala Ventinove”
at the North Sea our Yachts proofed at Kiel Week on the Baltic, that Dehler Yachts are successful
everywhere.

We are able to do both, offshore and inshore!

High res photos are available at press area www.dehler.com
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Results at:
http://results.regatta-info.de/upload/ergebnisslisten/2010-06-23-18:45:32-
227Kiel_Cup_Alpha_Ergebnis_WF1-7_ORCII.pdf

The as well optimised Dehler 32 RS came to an 8th place in Kiel. The result is better than it looks
like, because she was one of the smallest boat in class II, so she had never a good chance to sail
in free winds.
The Dehler 32 RS “Sporthotel” will now sail the Dutch ORC Championships and Cowes Week with
an IRC measurement. She will as well be optimised.
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